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Abstract 

Tamil, being an inflectional language with re-
stricted free word order syntax, presents inherent 
difficulties for parsers using Finite State Automata 
(FSA) or Context Free Grammars (CFG) and their 
variants. We propose a robust dependency parser to 
parse natural language utterances in Tamil. The 
parser uses a PC-Kimmo based morphological ana-
lyzer that examines the Tamil words to identify 
root forms and their inflections. The analyzer com-
putes feature structures that are used to identify de-
pendency relations among the words, which in turn 
are translated into semantic frames. The parser is 
integrated into a mixed-initiative natural language 
dialog system built on MIT GALAXY architecture. 
It understands users’ response and interacts with a 
dialog manager to provide information about avail-
ability of trains and ticket fares. The paper dis-
cusses the challenges in parsing Tamil utterances 
and our efforts in building a robust parser for a 
Tamil spoken dialog system which provides auto-
matic train enquiry services. The dialog system had 
a task success rate of 76% (38 out of 58 users) in 
our evaluation study. 

1 Introduction 

Interactive spoken dialog systems allow users to access 
online information using natural language. They are particu-
larly attractive in developing regions due to their cheap in-
frastructure and ease of accessibility among users with low 
literacy levels. From a cultural point of view, spoken dialog 
systems are highly appropriate in countries like India, where 
a strong oral tradition exists in its illiterate and semi-literate 
population [Parikh et al., 2006]. Multi-modal dialog systems 
have been recently shown to improve the existing protocols 

in India to disseminate information concerning essential 
domains like healthcare, agriculture, primary education, etc 
[Plauché et al., 2006]. 
 Tamil is a classical language spoken by around 74 million 
people worldwide. It is one of the official languages in Sri-
lanka, Singapore and Tamil Nadu in India. Tamil, like many 
other Indian languages differs significantly from English in 
both morphology and syntax. This presents unique chal-
lenges to parse and understand Tamil utterances. Traditional 
FSA/CFG variants and template based extraction techniques 
are not suitable for the task. A parser for Tamil should ana-
lyze the inflected word forms to determine the semantic 
relations between them. Moreover it needs to parse the out-
put of speech recognizer in a dialog system framework, 
rather than well-formatted written text. So the parser needs 
to be robust enough to deal with recognition errors and han-
dle discontinuities that are common in spontaneous speech 
such as elliptic sentences, false starts, filled pauses, correc-
tions, etc. This paper describes various issues in building a 
robust parser for Tamil for seamless integration into a spo-
ken dialog system used by native people to access train en-
quiry services over telephone. We have implemented a de-
pendency parser to address these challenges 
 There have been significant research efforts in building 
interactive spoken dialog systems in English language. [Zue 
et al., 2000] explains an interactive weather information 
system. [Raux et al., 2003] discusses research issues in 
building a spoken dialog system for elderly and non-native 
speakers. [Allen et al., 2001] describes the results of 10 year 
effort in building robust spoken dialogue systems for Eng-
lish. For Indian languages, [Reddy et al., 2006] describes a 
natural language QA system designed for Telugu using a 
keyword based approach. The system handles inflected 
word forms by listing all the possible noun forms as alias in 
the knowledge base. 
 Section 2 explains various issues in parsing Tamil utter-
ances. Section 3 introduces dependency parsing and ex-
plains how it solves the issues in parsing. Section 4 gives an 
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overview of the train information system, system capabili-
ties and a sample conversation with the system. Section 5 
presents the evaluation done. All Tamil utterances in this 
paper are transcribed using Anjal (www.suvadi.com) roman 
transliteration standard. 

2 Parsing issues in Tamil 

A simple technique to parse and understand users utterance 
is to use keyword or template matching. In many cases, in-
put utterances are parsed using hand-crafted Context Free 
Grammars. The decision to use such techniques for parsing 
is greatly influenced by the natural language for which the 
system is built. CFGs and template based matching tech-
niques are shown to work well for English language as it 
has a simple morphology and strict word order. However, 
Indian languages are vastly different from English in both 
word formation (i.e. Morphology) and in sentence construc-
tion (i.e. Syntax). Tamil has concatenative morphology and 
word formation is significantly complex compared to Eng-
lish. With regards to syntax, Tamil is a free word order lan-
guage. The constituents of a clause can be moved to alter 
the emphasis placed on the role players without affecting its 
semantics. 

1.1 Morphological issues 

Tamil belongs to Dravidian family of languages and is an 
agglutinative language. Words are formed by concatenating 
morphemes one after another. These morphemes are func-
tionally different and add a variety of features to the word 
being formed. Tamil uses case suffixes and post-positions 
instead of prepositions. For example, a prepositional phrase 
“from Chennai” is written as “cennaiyilirundthu”. For every 
other preposition, an inflected word with the same root is 
quite possible. Since the contextual information, like case 
marking, is a part of the word form, it is almost impossible 
to design templates to capture the information. 
 Similarly, Tamil verbs get inflected for tense, png (per-
son, number and gender), negativity, passiveness, etc. In 
addition, verbs can also get inflected for interrogation. 
These inflections present difficulties in detecting the differ-
ence between INFORM and REQUEST acts, using keyword 
matching techniques. For instance, “irukku” is an INFORM 
act, and its inflected form “irukkaa” is a REQUEST act. 
These acts cannot be differentiated using only the root “iru” 
as a keyword. This presents a problem for mixed-initiative 
conversational systems which allow users to assert premises 
and requests in any sequence. Morphological analysis of 
verbs is required to identify the different speech acts in the 
conversation. 

1.2 Syntactic issues 

Tamil syntax presents diverse syntactic challenges in pars-
ing the utterances. Some of the main issues are discussed in 
the following subsections. 

Free word order constructions 
Tamil is a restricted free word order language. It presents a 
major difficulty in constructing slot-based FSA. Slots are 

usually filled using positional and contextual information 
(provided by surrounding words like preposition) to identify 
the semantic role of the nouns. Since words are allowed to 
move around within a clause and the contextual information 
is embedded into the words themselves, there are a large 
number of syntactically correct paths. This increases the 
computational complexity of decoding. 

CFGs, on the other hand are used to parse sentences 
based on relative positions of the constituents. Typically an 
English sentence will be analyzed as an NP (subject) fol-
lowed by a VP (predicate). The constituents of these phrases 
are held in their positions. In Tamil however, the predicate 
can be broken and its constituents move freely around dis-
playing a clear case of discontinuity. Thus CFGs are inef-
fective to parse Tamil utterances. 

The following example explains the anomalous behavior 
of Tamil constructions. Let us consider a typical SVO con-
struction in English and its acceptable translations in Tamil. 
Example 1 
 
“I gave him a pen”  
 
“ndaan avanukku oru peenaa kotuththeen” 
(I him a pen gave) 
 
The following constructions are also acceptable.  
 
“avanukku ndaan oru peenaa kotuththeen” 
(him I a pen gave) 
 
“oru peenaa ndaan avanukku kotuththeen” 
(a pen I him gave) 
 
“ndaan oru peenaa avanukku kotuththeen” 
(I a pen him gave) 
 
Note: The words in the parenthesis above denote word-to-
word translation 

Case less noun constructions 
Tamil allows case less noun constructions. In such cases, 
role players are identified by their relative positions. The 
following illustration explains this linguistic phenomenon. 
 
Example 2 
 
(1) “I want to go to Chennai” 
 
(2) “ndaan cennaikku cellaveeNtum” 
       (I chennai want+go)  
 
(3) “cennaikku ndaan cellaveeNtum” 
      (chennai I want+go)  
 
(4) “ndaan cennai cellaveeNtum”  
      (I chennai want+go)  
 
(5) “cennai ndaan cellaveeNtum” 
      (chennai I want+go) 
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Sentences (2), (3) and (4) are valid translations of sentence 
(1). In sentence (2), the noun “cennai” is case marked by 
“ku” morpheme clearly identifying its dative role in the sen-
tence. In sentence (4), the noun plays the same role though it 
is not case marked. In such constructions, where explicit 
case markers are omitted, the roles of nouns are identified 
based on their relative positions as done in English. “cen-
nai” is identified to play dative role in sentence (4) because 
of its proximity to the verb. For this reason, the nouns are 
not allowed to move freely in such constructions. Sentence 
(3) can be constructed by moving nouns around in sentence 
(2). However, a similar construction of sentence (5) from (4) 
is not allowed as it violates the semantics. A robust parser 
for Tamil should be able to handle both free word order and 
case less noun constructions. 

Missing copular verbs 
Tamil also allows verb less constructions. Copular verbs in 
present tense may be omitted in Tamil sentences. 
 
Example 3 
 
“cennaikku tikkat vilai evvaLavu *[aakum]” 
(Chennai ticket how much is) 
 
The copular verb “aakum” can be omitted sometimes leav-
ing the sentence with no main verbs. In such cases, a robust 
dependency parser must handle the missing head constituent 
in the utterance. 

2 Parsing and Understanding 

This section presents dependency parsing coupled with 
morphological analysis to overcome the issues described in 
the previous section. It also explains the translation of de-
pendency relations to semantic frames for dialog processing. 

2.1 Dependency Parsing  

Dependency parsing analyzes a sentence to identify the rela-
tionship between the words. In a dependency relation be-
tween two words, one will be the head and other a depend-
ent. It is an alternative to the much common phrase structure 
analysis that outputs a parse tree built using CFG rules. The 
dependency relations are represented by their label followed 
by the head and dependent in parentheses. The following is 
a set of dependency relations for the sentence “Soldier saved 
the beautiful princess” 
 
subj (saved, Soldier) 
det (princess, the) 
adj (princess, beautiful) 
dobj (saved, princess) 
 
Dependency analysis is very much suited for Tamil to ex-
tract the semantic relations. The dependency of one word on 
another in Tamil can be determined using the case inflection 
of the words and their relative positions. Typically, all the 
dependents occur before the head. This heuristic allows us 
to restrict the search. A variety of dependency parsers are 

available for English [Klein et al. 2002; Klein et al. 2003; 
Sleator et al 1993]. Our implementation of dependency 
parser is custom built for a train enquiry application. It takes 
the input utterance and returns a list of labeled dependen-
cies. Parsing an utterance is done in a two step process. 

Step 1: Morphological Analysis 
Morphological analysis serves as a preprocessing step for 
dependency parsing. The incoming utterance is analyzed to 
identify the root forms and possible inflections. It also iden-
tifies multiword expressions like names of trains. The mor-
phological analyzer is built using PC-Kimmo framework 
[Antworth 1990]. The lexicon is populated with domain 
specific vocabulary that includes all proper nouns like 
names of trains and stations. The output of this analysis is a 
set of feature structures represented in PATR-II formalism 
[Shieber 1986]. In addition to PoS, these feature structures 
provide a variety of information like case and post position 
inflections, mood, modal, tense, aspect of the words. 
 
Example 4 
 
USER: cennaikku tikkat evvaLavu vilai 
 
The output of the morphological analysis is a list of feature 
structures as below, 
 
cennaikku     cennai+kku     cennai+sg+dat 
 
[ head:    [ case:  DAT 
             gloss: cennai 
             png:     [ num:   SG ] 
             pos:   N 
             ppos:  + ] 
  cat:   Word ] 
 
tikkat     tikkat+sg+nom 
 
[ head:    [ case:  NOM 
             gloss: tikkat 
             png:     [ num:   SG ] 
             pos:   N 
             ppos:  + ] 
  cat:   Word ] 
 
evvaLavu     evvaLavu+nom 
 
[ head:    [ case:  NOM 
             gloss: evvaLavu 
             mood:  int 
             pos:   PN 
             ppos:  + ] 
  cat:   Word ] 
 
vilai     vilai+sg+nom 
 
[ head:    [ case:  NOM 
             gloss: vilai 
             png:     [ num:   SG ] 
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             pos:   N 
             ppos:  + ] 
  cat:   Word ] 
 
The analyzer also acts as a filter to prune the out-of-
vocabulary words and discontinuities that occur in sponta-
neous speech such as false starts, filled pauses, etc. 

Step 2:  Parsing 
Dependency parsing decodes the grammatical relation be-
tween the words in the utterance. The parser identifies the 
dependency relations based on the relative positions and the 
unification of feature structures. Our parser treats every 
word as a dependent and pairs it to a head word. In Tamil, 
head words typically appear at the end of their respective 
phrase (head-final language). This heuristic restricts our 
search to the right-hand side of the sequence. For any two 
words the dependency is checked using a number of care-
fully hand-crafted rules. These rules make use of the feature 
structures of the words being examined. Feature structure 
unification is done to check for agreement between the 
words. Some example rules are given below for illustration. 
 
Rule 1. 
For any two words i & j,  
if PoS(i) = NOUN & PoS(j) = VERB & Case(i) = NOM & 
unifiable(PNG(i), PNG(j))  
 then dependency = subject 
 
Rule 2. 
For any two words i & j,  
if PoS(i) = ADJ & PoS(j) = N  
 then dependency = mod 
 
Apart from general rules, there are lexicalized rules that 
capture the exceptions of the language. In the following 
rule, the modal verb “mutiyum” takes as subject a noun that 
is marked for ablative case and not a nominative case. 
 
Rule 3. 
For any two words i & j,  
if PoS(i) = NOUN & PoS(j) = MODAL & GLOSS(j) = 
“mutiyum” & Case(i) = ABL  
 then dependency = subject 
 
The search ends in a head for every dependent and the 
parser skips to the next word. This process repeats until the 
last word is reached. The last word will typically be a finite 
verb which is the head of the utterance. In case of missing 
copular constructions, where the sentence does not end with 
a finite copular verb, the ZERO feature structure is substi-
tuted for the missing verb. The output of the dependency 
parser for the above sentence is given below, 
 
case_dat (cennai, ZERO) 
case_nom (tikkat, ZERO) 
int_mod (evvaLavu, vilai) 
case_nom (vilai, ZERO) 
 

In a conversational system, users’ responses consist of in-
complete constructions, which typically are single word 
answers to the system’s prompts. In such cases, the parser 
provides a shallow dependency parse. The ability to handle 
elliptic constructions makes the parser robust to parse spon-
taneous dialogs. 
 
Example 5 
  
USER: cennai,  will be parsed as, 
case_nom(cennai, ZERO) 
 
Dependency parser is independent of the domain of applica-
tion. The output set of dependencies are based on grammati-
cal relations between the words which are independent of 
the semantics of the domain. The parser can be easily ported 
to another domain or application, because of its domain in-
dependent nature. 

2.2 Semantic translation 

In the final step, the dependency relations identified by the 
parser are translated to semantic frames. These are slot-
value pairs that are used by the dialog manager to retrieve 
the information the user needs. Hand-crafted rules are em-
ployed for this purpose. 
 
The output of the translation is given below, 
[travel_plan] cennaikku tikkat evvaLavu vilai 
[to_station] cennai 
[request_type] fare 
 
In many cases, case and post-position inflections of the 
words determine the semantic labels, without using the de-
pendency relations. However when there is no case-marking 
the system defaults to dependency relations to decide the 
semantic frames. This approach increases the efficiency of 
the parser as it has to compute dependency relations only 
when it cannot resolve the meaning using feature structures. 
For example, in cases like “cennai cellaveeNtum”, there is 
no case marking and so dependency relations help decide 
the semantic frames. Query frames ([request_type]) are con-
structed when the utterance contains a request or a question. 
In this case, keyword matching is used along with depend-
encies, to identify the query frames. Ambiguous cases like 
case_nom(cennai, ZERO) produce [station] cennai and are 
resolved by the dialog manager using pragmatic and contex-
tual information. 

The output of the semantic translation is passed to the 
dialog manager which takes appropriate action to respond to 
the user’s utterance. When porting the dialog system to a 
new domain, the Semantic Translation module needs appro-
priate updating of rules that map the dependencies to seman-
tic frames of the new domain. 

4 Train Enquiry System 

We used our parser to develop a mixed-initiative natural 
language dialog system. The system currently takes input 
from the keyboard and provides answers through a console 
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in text mode. The system provides information on trains, 
their time, travel fares and availability. It is built on MIT 
GALAXY, a distributed message-passing architecture for 
spoken dialog systems [Seneff et al., 1998]. The system 
incorporates a text based I/O console, parser, dialog man-
ager, backend and natural language generation modules. All 
these servers and connected to a central hub which monitors 
the communications between them. 
 The dialog manager is designed using RavenClaw frame-
work. It engages the user in an interactive conversation and 
gets necessary inputs to complete the task. The system al-
lows for mixed-initiated dialogs, so both the user and sys-
tem take mutual control over the conversation to complete a 
task as opposed to system-initiated VoiceXML like re-
stricted dialogs. We are upgrading the system to include 
speech recognizer and synthesis modules to enable a speech 
based interface. The dialog manager can handle errors effi-
ciently using robust error recovery strategies. It also uses 
explicit and implicit confirmations to establish proper 
grounding based on the confidence of the parsed output and 
dialog parameters. The backend implements a perl stub to 
query a static database and retrieve the results. The natural 
language generation module consists of templates and re-
write rules to map the dialog concepts from the dialog man-
ager to system prompts to be presented to the user. 
 
Sample Conversation: 
 
SYSTEM:rayil vipara thaaniyangki unkaLai varaver-
rkirathu. ungaL payana viparangkaLai kooravum! 
 (Welcome to Train Information System. Please tell us 
your travel details!) [Welcome Message] 
USER: cennaikku cellaveentum 
 (I want to go to Chennai) 
SYSTEM: cennaikku celkiriirkaL, meelum..  
 (Traveling to Chennai, and..) [Implicit confirmation] 
USER: tikkat vilai evvaLavu? 
 (How much does the ticket cost?) [Query frame] 
SYSTEM: enkirundthu puRapatukiRiirkaL? 
 (Where are you boarding the train?) [System Request] 
USER: kovai 
 (Kovai) 
SYSTEM: cennaiyilirunthu koyampthurukku paacanjaril 
124 rupaay, expressil 230 rupaay. 
 (From Chennai to Coimbatore, it is Rs. 124 in Passenger 
trains and Rs. 230 in Express trains.) [Results] 
SYSTEM: veeru ethaavathu viparam aRiya virum-
pukiRiirkaLaa? [Anything else] 
 (Do you need more information?) 
USER: illai. ndanRi. 
 (No. Thanks.) 
SYSTEM: ungkaLukku indtha uraiyaatal eLithaakavum 
payanuLLathaakavum irundthathaa? 
 (Did you find this conversation easy and useful?) 
USER: ... System archives the users response 
SYSTEM: ungkal payanam inithaakuka!  
 (Wishing you a pleasant journey!) [Goodbye] 
 

Note: Dialog concepts are enclosed in square brackets 

5 Evaluation 

We decided to evaluate the system as an application rather 
than just a parser. Evaluation was done based on the ability 
to get information on trains list, next train to station and 
ticket fare between two stations. 38 out of 50 users who 
evaluated the system were able to finish the tasks. On an 
average there were three turns per conversation. The sum-
mary of issues we faced in the failed 12 cases is as follows. 
 
A. Vocabulary 
Most of the users tried using spoken Tamil to interact with 
the system. Word forms in spoken Tamil are contracted and 
short when compared to their written counterparts. For in-
stance “pookanum” is spoken version of “pookaveentum”. 
These word forms were not handled by the morphological 
analyzer. Another case is the use of English words like 
'train', 'ticket' etc. As our morphological analyzer is trained 
to handle only their phonetic equivalents like 'treyin', 'tikat' 
etc, their English counterparts were not recognized.  
 
B. Typing  
Typing Tamil using Roman scripts needs a little training. 
Although the users can figure out rough Roman transcrip-
tion equivalents of Tamil scripts, they need to follow a stan-
dard chart. This issue will get automatically resolved when 
speech interface is used. Another related issue is that the 
users are not aware of which scripts to use. For now, the 
users expect the system to have an intelligent typing inter-
face that will guess the user's typing. 
 
C. Syntax 
Although most words in the vocabulary have been covered, 
Tamil users tend to put together adjacent words into one 
single word. For instance “evvalavu aakum” will be pre-
sented as “evvalavaakum”. In such cases, the dependencies 
were not created by the parser.  
 
Although, the system handles only three basic tasks, we are 
planning to scale it up to handle more complex tasks like 
reservation of seats, etc. The current results are promising 
and encouraging.  

6 Conclusion and Future work 

We have described a robust, dependency parser that ad-
dresses various issues in parsing spontaneous Tamil utter-
ances. Dependency checking rules are currently hand 
crafted. We would like to build Tamil dependency tree 
banks  to work on automatic induction of rules. The archi-
tecture can be easily extended to other Indian languages. We 
have also presented a natural language Train Enquiry sys-
tem that answers users queries in text mode. We are cur-
rently working on integrating our speech recognizer built 
using Sphinx II and limited domain speech synthesis mod-
ules to enable spoken language interface. In order to make 
the parser robust enough to handle spoken utterances, the 
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differences between spoken and written Tamil need to be 
studied in detail. We would also like to investigate generat-
ing sentences from our parser to build language models for 
the front-end speech recognizer [Seneff, 1992]. 
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